
     CHRISTMAS MINI SHOOT INFORMATION
   

SATURDAY the 21st of OCTOBER 2017                  SATURDAY the 25th of NOVEMBER 2017

MONDAY the 23rd of OCTOBER 2017                   MONDAY the 27th of NOVEMBER 2017

20 MINUTE SITTING

Children and babies as you know only have a limited attention span. For this reason sessions are kept to 20 minutes. In this time I 

Endeavour to get the best results possible. It is a very small studio and I request that only the necessary people attend due to space.

As the sessions are booked back to back we must stick to time and it is important that you arrive on time or 5 minutes early to your

session. The sitting includes photographs of your child amongst a Christmas theme backdrop, Santa hat and Christmas props. 

For each additional child, it is $30 extra to join in on the session. If your child does not want to cooperate, we do the best we can

under the circumstances. Sibling shots will be attempted first. If it is not happening then we will move forward and if there is time

at the end we will try again. This years set is yet to be constructed, images shown are of last years set. Each year I try to spice thing’s

up for my regular client’s so that the previous years images are not exactly the same set. When the set is finalised a peek will be 

added to my facebook page.

YOU WILL RECEIVE 

A link to an online gallery will be sent to you along with a password for you to choose your final images from the edited selection

provided. There are 5 images included in the package. Any extra’s chosen are $20 each, a price for the entire gallery based on how 

big your gallery is will be also quoted should you wish to take them all. Chosen images will be then put onto USB and posted to 

your chosen address or available for pick up during an allocated time slot. You will receive two types of files on the USB, one set 

will be in JPEG for easy viewing on screens and one set in TIFF for high resolution printing. Please note TIFF files are large and 

can take a while to load so it is best you use these just for printing large. The online gallery is active for one week and any extra’s 

must be paid for within 7 days of receiving your invoice.

DEPOSIT/PAYMENT 

A deposit of $60 is required in order to book your shoot. Your shoot is not considered booked unless this is paid. Time slots WILL

NOT BE HELD so please confirm that the time you are after is still available when you pay the deposit. Deposits must be made via 

direct deposit. Once you request a time slot I will send out an invoice PDF with deposit details. Please let me know once this is 

completed so that I can secure your session. Deposits are NON refundable in the event that you cancel or don’t arrive on time. 

Please note that if you are late, that cuts into your shooting time. If Lineham Photography needs to cancel due to illness then it will 

be rescheduled, if that isn’t possible a refund will be issued. The remaining funds are due 5 days prior to the shoot VIA direct 

deposit into the same account. You can also walk into any branch and put a cash deposit into the same account. 

Please continue to the next page.



SAMANTHA LINEHAM
LINEHAM PHOTOGRAPHY

samantha@linehamphotography.com.au
www.facebook.com/linehamphotography

  Mobile 0428 771 386

CLOTHING

I have some costumes available on hand, nappy covers and tutus. If you chose to bring clothes for your child, please don’t dress 

them in patterns or logo’s as they detract from what’s going on in the photo (unless its a Christmas costume). Solid colours work 

best as they draw the attention to the child’s face. I generally think no shoes looks nicer, but that is up to you. Please ask if you

would like to know what costumes I have available for different ages. Colours will largely depend on this years set colours and you 

are welcome to chat to me and send pictures of items of clothing if you are not sure.

WHAT TO BRING

- Dummy (If baby takes one)

- Extra Bottle (If bottle fed)

- Snacks (They can be great bribery tools for after the shoot, but please do not feed your child during the shoot)

- Hair brush

- Drink bottle for your child

- Face Wipes

 
FOR BEST RESULTS

Please keep in mind results vary depending on how co-operative child is.  Please ensure that your child has eaten before the shoot

as hungry children find it hard to focus and can get quite grumpy (Just like us!) Which can affect the results of the photos. If 

possible try to get your child to nap before hand as this can also help keep them happier longer. I have no problems with bribery 

so if you think snacks or treats afterwards will work.. go for it! Although I do prefer they don’t eat during the shoot as it can 

make them pull odd faces. I wont discriminate on age although I do need to point out that for babies younger than 3 months, 

please understand this is not a newborn session and that getting them into those sleepy poses generally takes a lot of planning.

On the odd occasion I have had a sleepy, fed bubba who has happily posed for me straight away in a Christmas mini - but this as 

a general rule is not achieved in 20 minutes - it doesn’t mean we wont get nice photo’s, just that they will be less posed and 

generally awake.

SICKNESS

My main job in the photography world is to photograph newborn’s. This means if I get sick, I cannot work until I am better. The 

studio is thoroughly disinfected every day after shooting. If your child has or has had gastro symptoms, hand foot and mouth or 

any of those nasty viruses PLEASE contact me to discuss the situation. Most of these cases last year we were able to shoot on an 

‘emergencies’ day at a later date. 

I thank you for your enquiry and hope to see you for a Christmas Mini shoot!

Kind Regards,

Samantha Lineham


